
2017-18 Hayman Trophy Drawing Competition

Sixty players competed in the Hayman Trophy drawing competition on Saturday afternoon. First 
played for in 1965 this was the 48th time this prestigious and sought after trophy has been 
competed for. Illustrious names such as Stu Buttar, Jo Edwards, Alex Grainger and Mike Small among
others are engraved on this trophy and the engraver will now be adding the name of development 
player John Lindsay 2017-18.

The arrival of the players coincided with the forecast Southerly which brought with it cool, strong 
and blustery winds. These together with the fast greens meant that scoring was not easy. Fifteen 
rinks were used; eighteen ends were played with each player delivering 72 bowls in total to medium,
short and long jacks in rotation. Scoring was done with a yardstick with each bowl within one yard of
the jack scoring one point. A bowl within two feet scored two points and a bowl within one foot was 
rewarded with three points and adulation from the other three players on the rink. This meant that 
a player could score a possible 12 points on any end. This feat is usually achieved while in a deep and
happy sleep!

A good start is imperative for success in this event and Lyn Haworth was a clear leader after 6 ends 
with an excellent 30 points. Pat Bonham and Graham Tate were tied behind Lyn with 23 points. 
Meanwhile John Lindsay had started steadily and then came to life in the middle third with a brilliant
spurt of 37 points to take a handy lead over the rest of the field who by now were looking forward to
a drink and a biscuit. The ginger nuts revitalised many and several good ends were registered after 
half way. Those few who snaffled a chocolate biscuit saw this as reward enough. In the final six ends 
Graham Tate made a spirited run and added 27 points to his tally including 15 points in his last two 
ends. Graham would have won the overall consistency prize if there had been one..... Pat Bonham 
and first-year member, Paul Franks also scored heavily in the final third. Lyn Haworth unfortunately 
had her worse third while John Lindsay stumbled (but did not fall) with just two points on ends 16 
and 17. John however had a strong last end with a 5 to head off Graham by one point – 78 to 77 – to 
deservedly win the 2017-18 Hayman Trophy.

A notable feature of the top two players was that they scored on every end. Scoring on 17/18 ends 
was achieved by Judy Davidson, Pat Bonham, Don McClelland and Arjan van Hasselt.
Every one of the field had at least one memorable end. John Lindsay scored a 10 on a short end and 
a 9 on a long one. Murray Hill also scored a 9 on a long end. Estelle Jarvis, Paul Franks, Graham Tate, 
Ron Boyce, Brenda Turner and Don McClelland all experienced the buzz of scoring 8 on one end. In 
addition 16 players scored 25 sevens between them.

Top Ten
1. John Lindsay 78 (20/37/21) 
2. Graham Tate 77 (23/27/27)
3. Lyn Haworth  68 (30/23/15)
4. Pat Bonham  67 (23/19/25)
5. Paul Franks  64 (17/23/24)
6. Judy Davidson  56
6. Murray Hill       56
8. Eric Jarvis  54
9. Ken Reid                53
9. Don McClelland  53

As the players wearily climbed the stairs (or tested the lift) to the lounge the wind dropped and a 
balmy spring evening ensued!!............


